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The plant cell wall is mainly composed of polysaccharides, representing the richest source of biomass
for future biofuel production. Currently, the majority of the cell-wall synthesis-related (CWSR) proteins
are unknown even for model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. We report a computational framework for
predicting CWSR proteins based on protein-protein interaction (PPI) data and known CWSR proteins.
We predict a protein to be a CWSR protein if it interacts with known CWSR proteins (seeds) with high
statistical significance. Using this technique, we predicted 100 candidate CWSR proteins in Arabidopsis
thaliana, 8 of which were experimentally confirmed by previous reports. Forty-two candidates have
either independent supporting evidence or strong functional relevance to cell-wall synthesis and, hence,
are considered as the most reliable predictions. For 33 of the predicted CWSR proteins, we have
predicted their detailed functional roles in CWS, based on analyses of their domain architectures,
phylogeny, and current functional annotation in conjunction with a literature search. We present the
constructed PPIs covering all the known and predicted CWSR proteins at http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/
∼zhouchan/CellWallProtein/. The 42 most reliable candidates provide useful targets to experimentalists
for further investigation, and the PPI data constructed in this work provides new information for cellwall research.
Keywords: plant cell-wall synthesis • protein function prediction • protein-protein interaction •
Arabidopsis thaliana; biofuel • computational biology

Introduction
The plant cell wall plays various roles, such as determining
the overall cell shape, providing support and mechanical
strength, preventing the cell membrane from bursting in a
hypotonic medium, controlling the rate and direction of cell
growth and regulating cell volume, ultimately being responsible
for the plant architectural design and controlling plant morphogenesis, as well as in response to environmental and
pathogen-induced stresses. The plant-cell wall is made of
cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin, lignin, structural proteins and
aromatic substances.1 The current understanding is that the
cell-wall synthesis process consists of six major components:
(1) substrate generation, (2) polysaccharide synthesis and
modification, (3) secretion and targeting pathways, (4) assembly, architecture and growth, (5) differentiation and secondary wall formation, and (6) signaling and response during
the wall development and disassembly.1 This synthesis process
has been extensively studied,2–5 yet the detailed understanding
is still rather limited about this process at the molecular and
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the cellular level due to its high complexity:6 the vast majority
of the CWSR genes are yet to be identified and the detailed
functions of many known CWSR genes remain to be elucidated.
An improved understanding of plant-cell wall synthesis could
lead to a much improved capability in converting plant cell
walls into biofuel7 through transgenic approaches to lessening
lignin’s impact on the recalcitrance of biomass.8 Identification
and functional characterization of proteins involved in plant
cell-wall synthesis represent the first key step in deciphering
the molecular and cellular mechanisms of cell-wall synthesis.
The current estimation is that over 2000 proteins are involved
in the cell-wall synthesis in A. thaliana.1 This is far more than
the number of proteins already known to be involved in this
process. As of now, the Cell Wall Navigator (CWN) database
has ∼600 A. thaliana proteins believed to be involved in sugar
substrate generation and primary cell wall metabolism.9 The
Purdue Cell Wall database contains ∼1000 A. thaliana genes
annotated to be relevant to cell-wall synthesis, which includes
genes that encode precursor proteins, structural proteins, and
enzymes involved in polysaccharide modification and depolymerization though only a small portion of them has been
experimentally validated.10 There is a clear gap between what
we already know about cell-wall synthesis proteins and what
we need to know so we can more effectively utilize the biomass
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available from plant cell walls. The focus of this study is on
identification of novel proteins that are involved in the cellwall synthesis encoded in the genome of A. thaliana.
Elucidation of cell-wall synthesis-related (CWSR) proteins
using pure experimental approaches without target candidates
has proved to be a challenging task.11 We believe that a
bioinformatics approach could play a useful role in suggesting
candidate proteins, based on integration and application of
multiple sources of information derived from plant genomic,
transcriptomic and proteomic data in conjunction with computational prediction of protein functions, subcellular localization and phylogeny, as demonstrated previously.11 Several
bioinformatics studies have been conducted to identify proteins
involved in cell-wall synthesis. The Carbohydrate-Active enZyme (CAZy) database represents the most comprehensive
database for enzymes relevant to building and degrading
complex carbohydrates and glycoconjugates, for example,
polysaccharide lyases, carbohydrate esterases, glycoside hydrolases and glycosyltransferases (GTs).12 Using a bioinformatics approach, Egelund et al. identified 27 new GTs in A.
thaliana13 and Hansen et al. predicted 20 putative GTs in A.
thaliana.14 Brown et al. (2005) and Persson et al. (2005) have
identified novel genes involved in secondary cell-wall formation
and cellulose synthesis, independently, both based on coexpression data analyses of plant cell walls.15,16 In addition, a few
glycine-rich protein (GRP) genes have been found to play
important roles in the development of xylem secondary cell
walls using a combination of gene expression data analyses and
reverse genetics.17 Also, several candidate proteins for the
synthesis and feruloylation of arabinoxylan have been identified
using bioinformatics approaches.18
Computational prediction of protein-protein interaction
(PPI) networks represents an effective technique for deriving
useful information regarding physical and functional interactions among otherwise unrelated proteins.19 Such predictions
are typically done based on experimental PPI data generated
using “high-throughput” techniques such as yeast two-hybrid20
or protein affinity chromatography.21 In this paper, we present
a computational approach based on PPIs to infer novel proteins
that may be involved in cell-wall synthesis in A. thaliana but
are not present in the CWN and Purdue Cell Wall databases.
We predicted 92 candidate proteins. Among them, 42 (in Table
1) are considered to be the most reliable predictions because
there are independent supporting evidence or functional
related information for them.

Materials and Methods
Data. We integrated four PPI data sets of A. thaliana in this
study. Two of them were downloaded from the TAIR database
(http://www.arabidopsis.org/) and the IntAct database22 (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/intact), respectively, and the other two data sets,
consisting of computationally predicted PPIs, were obtained
from Arabidopsis predicted interactome23 and Arabidopsis
thaliana Protein Interactome database.24 We listed the data
information in Supplemental Table S1 (Supporting Information).
To select the most reliable cell-wall synthesis related proteins
as seeds in our prediction, we used 572 CWSR proteins, among
which 571 are covered by both the CWN database9 and the
Purdue Cell Wall database10 (http://cellwall.genomics.
purdue.edu) and one CWSR protein (AT5G15630) was supported by published literature.25
B
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Our microarray gene-expression data came from AtGenExpress26 at the EBI site (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/
microarray/data/experiment/AFMX/E-AFMX-9/). We used the
expression data of 63 samples from normal plant developmental stages among a total of 79 samples under different physiological or treatment conditions, after excluding data collected
under conditions of special treatments or mutagenesis. This
microarray data contains the expression data of 21 021 A.
thaliana genes, including 497 known CWSR genes and 88
predicted CWSR candidates. Hence, the expression data covers
80 interaction pairs between 38 known CWSR genes and 70
candidates, and 5 pairs of proteins sharing common interaction
partners between 5 known CWSR genes and 4 candidates.
For our coevolutionary analysis, we downloaded 597 bacteria
genomes (version 11/19/2007) as well as their gene annotations
from NCBI ftp site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria).
The A. thaliana subcellular localization data were downloaded from the Arabidopsis subcellular database SUBA.27 If a
protein was annotated to reside in multiple subcellular compartments, we assigned multiple locations to that protein. We
downloaded the Carbohydrate-Active EnZymes database
(CAZy)12 released on 10/20/2008 from http://www.cazy.org/ in
this study.
Constructing the Positive and Negative Training Sets for
PPI Prediction. The positive set (PS) was composed of validated
PPIs as reported in the published literature. To construct the
negative set (NS), we collected all protein pairs in which one
protein was annotated to be located in the plasma membrane
and the other in the nucleus according to the GO annotation.28
Although plasma membrane proteins could occasionally interact with nuclear proteins, we considered that such cases
were extremely rare and hence could be ignored, and hence
we essentially assumed that all such pairs would not have
protein-protein interactions.
Integrating PPI Data Using a Naı̈ve Bayesian Approach. For
each of the four PPI data sets, we employed a naı̈ve Bayesian
approach29 to derive a likelihood score for each PPI in different
data sets, representing the probability of the two corresponding
proteins interacting with each other. Then we took the maximum of the different likelihood scores for each predicted PPI
based on different data sets as the final likelihood score for
that PPI. The likelihood score is the probability of observing
the values “f ” in the predicted data set given that a pair of
proteins interacts divided by the probability of observing the
values “f ” given that the pair does not interact. That is, L ) P(f
| PS)/P(f | NS). We referred the reader to refs 19, 24, and 29 for
the detailed calculation procedure for combining different
evidence for PPI prediction. We deposited the integrated
A.thaliana PPI network with likelihood score into our pDAWG
database.30
Coevolutionary Analysis. We used the phylogenetic profile
approach31 to predict coevolutionary relationships among
genes. To build the phylogenetic profile for each of 100
predicted CWSR candidate genes and the 597 known CWSR
genes, we mapped each of them to its homologue in each of
the 597 bacteria genomes (NCBI release of 11/19/2007) using
Blast32 with E-value < 1 × 10-4 as the cutoff.33 The phylogenetic
profile of a gene is defined as a binary string with the ith bit
being 1 if the gene has a homologue in the ith (reference)
genome among the 572, otherwise with the bit being 0. We
defined the similarity level between each pair of phylogenetic
profiles as the total number of their corresponding positions
both having 1. To assess the significance of a particular
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a
These candidates are not documented in CWN9 and the Purdue Cell Wall database,1 and some of them (AT3G55830 and AT5G24318) have consistent annotations in CAZy.12 The proteins in bold are classified
to be reliable predictions based on their domain architectures and functional annotations instead of independent evidence, while the others have independent evidence in addition to protein-protein interaction
data. We retrieved the Number of Expressed Sequences Tags (EST) from TAIR. The proposed possible pathway/role in cell-wall synthesis was based on the candidates’ Pfam domains, functional annotation or
interacting CWSR partner’s role in cell-wall synthesis. We used the Hmmpfam program101 to search a protein against the pfam profile (version 21.0) and assigned the best non-overlapped Pfam domains matching
with E-value < 1 × 10-2 to the query protein. NA, not available. b Annotation of AT1G25460 is based on our functional analysis and the others are obtained from TAIR. c That number of EST was obtained from
NCBI Blast search against the ESTdb. d These candidates were identified by sharing common interacting partners with known CWSR proteins.
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for achieving a particular similarity:
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where n is the number of reference genomes (here n ) 597), k
is the number of corresponding positions in the two phylogenetic profiles having identical values, and d is the similarity
level; and pa and pb are the probabilities for having k and d
such positions as defined above. So pa ) x2 +(1 - x)2 and pb )
x2, where x is the probability of any one protein having
homologues in a reference genome. We used a cutoff P-value
< 1 × 10-55 to identify two coevolved proteins, which was
selected based on our preliminary study.
Phylogeny Reconstruction and Analysis. To perform the
needed phylogeny reconstruction in our study, we performed
multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) using the MAFFT program34 with the L-INS-I model, which was considered to be
one of the most accurate MSA methods.35 Maximum likelihood
trees were built using PhyML36 using the JTT model, 100
replicates of bootstrap analyses, estimated proportion of invariable sites, four rate categories, estimated gamma distribution
parameter, and optimized starting BIONJ tree.

Results and Discussion
Computational Prediction Procedure of CWSR Proteins.
We have implemented and employed the following computational procedure for prediction of proteins that are possibly
involved in plant cell-wall synthesis but are not included in
Cell Wall Navigator9 and Purdue Cell Wall database.10 The key
steps of the procedure are outlined in Figure 1.
The first step of the procedure is to construct a global PPI
network, based on available experimental and computationally
predicted PPI data, which are noisy, using a Naı̈ve Bayesian
approach (see Materials and Methods). We used four sets of
public PPI data of A. thaliana to build the network and used
572 cell-wall synthesis proteins of A. thaliana that are present
in both the CWN and the Purdue Cell Wall databases as the
seeds for our prediction. The procedure then identifies subnetworks (also called clusters depending on the context) from
the global PPI network, each of which contains mostly proteins
working in the same biological process among all annotated
proteins and is highly enriched with CWSR proteins based on
Gene Ontology (GO).28 Then it predicts proteins found in such
subnetworks as candidate CWSR proteins. The rationale is that
since the majority of the annotated proteins in each such
subnetwork work in the same biological process and most of
them are CWSR proteins, it is likely that the remaining
(uncharacterized) proteins also work in the same or highly
related biological process, and hence are related to cell-wall
synthesis. Besides, we also predict a protein as a candidate, if
it either interacts with isolated CWSR proteins (Isolated CWSR
proteins are defined as those that do not form clusters/
subnetworks with other known CWSR proteins and only
interact with uncharacterized proteins in our global PPI
network. Each such interaction network is labeled as discrete_X
where X is the index in our webpage.) in the global PPI network
or shares exactly the same interacting partners with a known
CWSR protein. Our predictions are validated based on known
CWSR proteins, as well as against (independent) experimental
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. xxx, No. xx, XXXX E
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Figure 1. Flowchart for identifying novel CWSR proteins. The
three criteria for identification are: (1) the candidates are part of
a CWSR protein-containing subnetwork; (2) the candidates
interact with isolated CWSR proteins; and (3) the candidates
share exactly the same interacting partners with some CWSR
protein.

data and associated computational analyses. Overall, 42 out
of 100 candidate CWSR proteins (Figure 1 and Table 1) were
considered to be the most reliable predictions, because they
have independent supporting evidence or have strong functional relevance to cell wall synthesis. As the last step, the
procedure gives functional analyses of the predicted cell-wall
proteins.
Computational Prediction of a Global PPI Network. We
have constructed a global PPI network for A. thaliana, based
on four sets of protein-protein interaction data (see Materials
and Methods). In this network, 9.1% of the PPIs have experimental evidence (from The Arabidopsis Information Resource
(TAIR) and IntAct database22 and the remaining PPI were
predicted based on computational biological approaches.23,24
For each individual PPI in the network, we assign a likelihood
score to measure the confidence level of that PPI link, based
on the reliability scores associated with the four underlying data
sets (see Materials and Methods). The overall likelihood score
distribution for the whole network is given in Supplemental
Figure S1 (Supporting Information). To assess the effectiveness
of this likelihood score as a confidence indicator for our
predicted PPIs, we have collected two additional sets of protein
pairs, one containing 4085 experimentally validated PPIs in A.
thaliana as the positive set and the other containing 484 806
protein pairs that will not have interactions as the negative set
(see Materials and Methods). The likelihood scores of PPIs in
the positive set are the largest among all scores whereas about
99.9% of PPIs in the negative set have the scores equal to zero.
In addition, Supplemental Figure S1 (Supporting Information)
shows that all the interactions have likelihood scores larger than
F
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29, far higher than the scores for the negative set. All these
indicate that our likelihood score provides a good measure for
the confidence of our PPI predictions; thus, it is reasonable to
use all predicted interactions from different databases in
construction of our global PPI network.
The resulting PPI network consists of 45 058 interactions
among 13 347 proteins, covering ∼50% of the ∼27 000 proteincoding genes in A. thaliana and also covering 340 out of the
572 known CWSR proteins. This network is not completely
connected, consisting of 1617 connected subnetworks, of which
1113 consists of only one pair of interacting proteins in each
subnetwork, and the largest one contains 8798 proteins. The
detailed information of the predicted network is given in
Supplementary Table S1 (Supporting Information). Our analysis
indicates that this PPI network follows a truncated power-law
distribution (data not shown), which is consistent with previous
findings.37
PPI Subnetworks Containing Known CWSR Proteins.
Among all the 1617 connected subnetworks derived in the
above section, 89 contain at least one known CWSR protein,
and the largest one contains 75 CWSR proteins. We have made
the following observations with respect to the 89 CWSR proteincontaining subnetworks.
A. The size distribution of the 89 subnetworks is given in
Supplemental Figure S2(a) (Supporting Information), and the
percentage of known CWSR proteins within each subnetwork
is shown in Supplemental Figure S2(b) (Supporting Information). Among all CWSR protein-containing subnetworks, either
100% of their annotated proteins are CWSR proteins or at least
50% of the proteins are known CWSR proteins, except for the
largest one as we can see from Supplemental Figure S2(b);
B. For 65 of the 89 subnetworks excluding the largest one,
all proteins with GO biological-process annotations28 in each
of these subnetworks share one common biological process.
For four of the remaining 23 subnetworks, all proteins with GO
biological-process annotations in each subnetwork are in two
related biological processes. One of the remaining subnetworks
contains nine xyloglucan endotransglycosylase/hydrolase proteins, seven of which are involved in a glucan metabolic
process, and the other two are relevant to cell wall biogenesis
and gibberellic acid mediated signaling, respectively; we note
that these three biological processes are related.38,39 The
remaining 18 subnetworks do not have GO annotations;
C. A total of 25 different biological processes are covered by
the 88 CWSR protein-containing subnetworks (excluding the
largest subnetwork), indicating that some subnetworks share
common or related biological processes. Those subnetworks
are probably connected when more complete PPI data becomes
available. Then in the best scenario, proteins in different
subnetworks may in general work in different biological
processes;
D. The largest subnetwork contains 75 known CWSR proteins
out of its 8798 proteins. Sixty-six of the 75 CWSR proteins fall
into 10 natural clusters (subsubnetworks), each containing
CWSR proteins and a few additional proteins, mostly from the
same biological process. The remaining 9 CWSR proteins do
not link to any other known CWSR proteins, but link with a
number of uncharacterized proteins. Hence these 9 known
CWSR proteins are called isolated CWSR proteins. Detailed
biological processes associated with the 89 subnetworks are
given in Supplementary Table S2 (Supporting Information); and
E. We found cases where two known CWSR proteins share
exactly the same interacting partners in the global PPI network,
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Figure 2. Illustration of two proteins P1 and P2 sharing exactly
the same interacting partners P3 and P4. P1 and P2 may or may
not interact with each other. If P1 is a known CWSR protein, then
P2 is also likely to be related to cell-wall synthesis. The known
interactions are shown as solid lines while the possible interactions are shown as dashed lines.

and they do not have any other interacting partners (see Figure
2). There are 175 such cases involving 107 CWSR proteins.
Mostly, two CWSR proteins in one such case share a common
or related biological process, which is consistent with a previous
study in yeast.40
All 88 of the predicted CWSR subnetworks and the CWSR
clusters in the largest subnetwork are given at http://csbl.
bmb.uga.edu/∼zhouchan/CellWallProtein. Supplementary Table
S3 (Supporting Information) gives the detailed information
about the percentages of the CWSR proteins within each of the
89 CWSR protein-containing networks.
Prediction of New CWSR Proteins. We predict a protein to
be a candidate CWSR protein if it meets one of the following
criteria: (1) it is part of a CWSR protein-containing subnetwork
in which the majority of the annotated proteins share one
common biological process or are in related biological processes; (2) it interacts with an isolated CWSR protein; or (3) it
shares exactly the same interacting partners with a known
CWSR protein (see Figure 2). Note that these three criteria are
complementary with each other for novel CWSR protein
prediction; and similar criteria have been successfully used in
other studies for protein function prediction.40,41 Using these
prediction criteria, we have predicted 100 new candidate CWSR
proteins (see Table 1), of which 46 are identified from the
subnetworks (criterion (1)), 47 are identified from the direct
interaction with isolated CWSR proteins (criterion (2)), and 8
are found because they share common interacting partners
with known CWSR proteins (criterion (3)). Among all the
candidates, one protein (AT3G55830) is identified by both
criteria (1) and (3).
Assessing Predicted CWSR Proteins through Cross Validation. Several lines of evidence supported the 100 predicted
CWSR proteins. While none of the supporting evidence can be
considered as conclusive by itself except for the ones in the
following section, the Supporting Information from an independent source does boost our confidence of the predicted
CWSR proteins.
Predicted CWSR Proteins with Information from Literature
and Public Databases. One predicted CWSR protein (AT1G05560)
has been experimentally confirmed to be a UDP-glucose

transferase involved in cell-wall synthesis,42 which was not
included in our seed CWSR protein, and thus the information
was not available to us at the time we made the prediction.
Seven of the predicted CWSR proteins are confirmed directly
by one of the two public cell-wall databases, which are absent
from our seed list of CWSR proteins since they were not
included in one of the two cell-wall gene databases that we
used. These missing CWSR proteins were treated like other
uncharacterized proteins in our prediction. Among the seven
candidate proteins confirmed by public cell wall databases (in
red in Supplementary Table S5, Supporting Information), five
of them (two GH17 proteins: AT1G11820 and AT2G05790; one
GH28 protein: AT1G17150; one expansin-like B1 precursor:
AT4G17030; and one cellulose synthase-like D2: AT5G16910)
are in the CWN database but not in the Purdue database, while
two (one calcium-binding EF hand family protein: AT1G21630;
associated protein 19: AT2G17380) are in the Purdue database
but not in the CWN database.
Predictions Supported by Coexpression Data. It is generally
known that interacting proteins are more likely to be coexpressed presumably to maintain the proper stoichiometry
among interacting partners.43 We used the Spearman rank
correlation test to check whether the 92 predicted CWSR
proteins are coexpressed or not with their interacting CWSR
partners (or their corresponding CWSR proteins which share
common interacting proteins with the candidates). Our coexpression analysis indicates that 23 out of the 92 predicted CWSR
proteins have positively correlation coefficients with their
interacting CWSR partners, and 10 are negatively correlated
with their interacting CWSR partners (Supplementary Table S4,
Supporting Information), with P-value <0.05. Interestingly, one
predicted CWSR protein (small ubiquitin-like modifier 1,
AT4G26840) is positively and negatively correlated with two
different CWSR proteins, respectively. Hence, we consider that
these 32 predicted CWSR proteins have supporting evidence
from gene expression data. Further details are given in the
Supplementary Table S4 (Supporting Information).
Predictions Supported by Subcellular Localization Analysis.
We have checked if our predicted interacting CWSR proteins
are colocalized in the same subcellular localization as true
interacting proteins should be.44 We have examined our
predictions against experimentally validated subcellular localization data for A. thaliana proteins from the SUBA database.27
Out of the 92 candidate CWSR proteins, 33 are included in
SUBA, among which 20 have their interacting partners also in
the SUBA database. Among these 20 interacting pairs, two
candidates (AT3G55830 and AT4G34460) are found to reside
in Golgi (in purple in Supplementary Table S5, Supporting
Information). As a control, we estimated the probability for two
randomly selected proteins sharing a common subcellular
location using SUBA data, which is 0.016 (see Supporting
Information). Hence our above supporting data is statistically
significant. So overall, two candidate CWSR proteins (AT3G55830
and AT4G34460) have supporting evidence from subcellular
localization prediction. We believe that the low coverage of our
predicted CWSR proteins by the SUBA database is due to the
very limited data that the database has.
Predictions Supported by Coevolutionary Analysis. Proteins
that have coevolved can provide another piece of supporting
evidence for proteins working in the same cellular process. We
have carried out the following coevolutionary analysis among
the predicted CWSR proteins and their interacting CWSR
partners. We first mapped all the predicted CWSR proteins
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. xxx, No. xx, XXXX G
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along with their interacting CWSR partners to their orthologs
in bacterial genomes, and checked if the orthologs of the
interacting pairs share common operons since operon-sharing
proteins generally work in the same cellular process.24,45
We found that two pairs of candidate proteins (AT1G25460
and AT1G24280) and their interacting CWSR partners (GER2,
AT1G17890 and GER1, AT1G73250, respectively) have their
bacterial orthologs in the same operons (see Supplementary
Table S6 and Methods, Supporting Information). As a control,
we estimated that the probability for two randomly selected
proteins having orthologous genes in a bacterium which
localize in the same operon is 0.005378, indicating that our
operon data is statistically significant. So this information
provides supporting data for two predicted CWSR proteins
(AT1G25460 and AT1G24280).
We have also used the phylogenetic profile method31 to
examine whether the predicted CWSR proteins and their
interacting CWSR partners (or CWSR proteins sharing common
interacting proteins) have coevolved. The basic idea of the
approach is that genes whose homologues are of copresence
and coabsence in a number of genomes, that is, with highly
similar phylogenetic profiles, are in general functionally associated.31 Nine out of the 92 CWSR candidates were found to
have similar phylogenetic profiles with their CWSR interacting
partners with P-values < 1 × 10-55 (data in Supplementary Table
S5, Supporting Information). These nine predicted CWSR
proteins include the two proteins (AT1G25460 and AT1G24280)
validated by the above gene neighborhood method. Overall,
nine candidates were supported to be related to cell-wall
biosynthesis by coevolutionary evidence.
By combining all the above analyses, 37 out of 92 predicted
CWSR proteins have additional evidence to support their
possible roles in cell wall biosynthesis.
Functional Prediction of CWSR Candidates. To examine the
specific roles of the predicted CWSR proteins in cell-wall
biosynthesis, we have carried out a functional assignment
based on protein structure and phylogeny information for two
out of the 37 predicted CWSR proteins with supporting
evidence as discussed above. These two candidate CWSR
proteins (AT3G55830 and AT1G25460) were found to interact
only with CWSR proteins (see Figure 3 for the interacting
subnetworks/clusters containing them). For the remaining
predicted CWSR proteins, we have mapped them onto wellcharacterized Pfam domains to derive some level of new
functional information.
Using a protein threading server LOMETS,46 we found that
the best structural template for AT3G55830 in PDB47 is 1OMXA,
a mouse murine R, 4-N-acetylhexosaminyltransferase (EXTL2).
Phylogenetic analysis also suggests that AT3G55830 is closer
to 1OMXA than to the other EXTL2 domain-containing proteins
(Figure 4). 1OMXA is known to catalyze the transfer reaction
of GlcNAc and GalNAc from the respective UDP-sugars to the
nonreducing end of [glucuronic acid]beta1-3[galactose]beta1O- naphthalenemethanol, an acceptor substrate analog of the
natural common linker of various glycosylaminoglycans. All of
these indicate that AT3G55830 has a possible role in transferring UDP-GlcNAc and UDP-GalNAc to acceptor substrate as a
glycosyltransferase. This is consistent with the annotation of
AT3G55830 in the CAZy database12 as a potential member of
GT64 as well as with a previous report.48
H
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Figure 3. Two subnetworks that contain known CWSR proteins.
(a) Subnetwork containing the candidate AT3G55830. (b) Cluster
containing the candidate AT1G25460. Both of these two candidates only interact with known CWSR proteins. In both graphs,
the yellow nodes represent the known CWSR proteins and the
blue ones represent the uncharacterized candidate CWSR proteins.

We have modeled the tertiary structure of AT3G55830 based
on 1OMXA (see Supporting Information). From the predicted
structure, we found that AT3G55830 has a signature sequence
motif for UDP-sugar-dependent glycosyltransferases, the DXD
motif,49,50 which aligned well with the DXD motif of 1OMXA.
We refer the reader to the Supporting Information for the
predicted structure of AT3G55830 and its other potential
substrate binding sites.
The second CWSR candidate AT1G25460 has an epimerase
domain and coevolved with GER2 (AT1G17890), suggesting that
it may be an NADH-dependent oxidoreductase family protein.
Using the LOMETS server, we have found that the best
structural template for AT1G25460 is 2C29D, a grape dihydroflavonol-4-reductase (DFR).51 In addition, our phylogenetic
analysis suggests that AT1G25460 and 2C29D along with other
A. thaliana DFR proteins are clustered together (Figure 5). All
these suggest that AT1G25460 may be a DFR-like protein. DFR
is the NADPH-dependent reductase that catalyzes a key step
in the biosynthesis of anthocyanins and condensed tannins
(two flavonoid classes),51 where flavonoid is believed to be
related to lignin synthesis.52 Hence we suspect that AT1G25460
is related to lignin synthesis as a DFR-like protein.
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Figure 4. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of 215 GT64 domaincontaining proteins. The sequences are the conserved Pfam GT64
domains of proteins in the nr database. Branches with different
colors indicate proteins from different organismic groups.
AT3G55830 and its closest homologue 1OMXA in PDB are
highlighted with a blue diamond and brown circle, respectively.

Figure 5. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of epimerase domaincontaining proteins in A. thaliana and one grape DFR (PDB id:
2C29D). Different colors depict proteins from different families.
AT1G25460 and 2C29D are highlighted with a blue diamond and
brown circle, respectively.

For the other candidate CWSR proteins, we have carried out
functional prediction based on their domain architectures and
TAIR annotation. Consequently, 27 of 35 proteins with independent supporting evidence were assigned with putative
functions (indicated on the fourth column of Table 1). And five
additional candidate proteins (AT5G24318, AT3G08980, AT3G21340, AT3G22845, and AT3G59510) without additional supporting evidence were also given functional prediction (in bold
in Table 1). The functional information of these proteins is
listed in Table 1.
It is possible that some of our predicted CWSR proteins may
not play any direct role in cell-wall synthesis; instead, they may
have biological functions only indirectly related to cell-wall

synthesis. On the other hand, some CWSR candidates with
generic functions based on their names may actually play
important roles in cell wall synthesis, such as Golgi transporters5 as alteration in the function of such transporters may result
in serious effects on cell wall structure.
Among the CWSR candidates without additional supporting
data, five candidates (AT5G24318, AT3G08980, AT3G21340,
AT3G22845, and AT3G59510) have domain information that
indicates their possible role in cell-wall synthesis. AT5G24318
has both the GH17 catalytic domain and the X8 domain.53
Hence it may be involved in the assembly of cell-wall biosynthesis. AT3G08980 has one Peptidase S24-like domain (Pfam
acc: PF00717) and was annotated as signal peptidase I family
protein in TAIR, so it is probably involved in removing the
signal peptide of enzymes which are required in cell-wall
biosynthesis.54 AT3G21340 has a pkinase domain and is annotated as a putative leucine-rich repeat protein kinase in TAIR.
Thus, it may function similarly like two recently discovered
leucine-rich repeat receptor kinases that regulate cell-wall
biosynthesis.55 AT3G22845 has the EMP24_GP25L domain,
suggesting that it may be a member of the emp24/gp25L/p24
family, which is known to participate in the transportation of
cargo molecules from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi
apparatus.56 So it may be a Golgi transporter,5 involved in the
vesicle trafficking process of secretion and targeting pathways
in cell-wall biosynthesis as suggested in Purdue Cell Wall
database.1 The leucine rich repeats in AT3G59510 suggest it
may be involved in signaling and response mechanisms like
the leucine-rich repeat protein AT1G80080 in Purdue Cell Wall
database.
Therefore, we predicted 92 candidate CWSR proteins and
42 of them have functional assignments at the molecular level,
which we consider as reliable predictions. Among them, two
(AT3G55830 and AT5G24318) are included in CAZy12 as putative
GT64 and GH17 proteins, respectively.
Biological Pathway Analyses on the 42 Most Reliable
Candidates. We have examined the 42 proteins against annotated biological pathways in Arabidopsis Reactome,57 derived
from AraCyc58 and KEGG,59 which covers ∼8% of the proteins
in A. thaliana. Three of the 42 genes (AT1G24280, AT1G25460
and AT5G17770) are covered by these pathways. According to
the assigned pathways, AT1G24280 is involved in the oxidative
branch of the pentose phosphate pathway, which may affect
cell-wall synthesis through decreasing the level of galactose and
other related sugars.60 AT1G25460 was found to be involved
in anthocyanin biosynthesis, as part of the lignin synthesis. As
discussed earlier, AT1G25460 may be a DFR-like protein, with
DFR having been found to participate in anthocyanin biosynthesis.61 Hence, the pathway information of AT1G25460 further
supports our prediction of its role as DFR-like protein involved
in lignin synthesis. AT5G17770 may be involved in aminosugars
metabolism, related to cell-wall synthesis through amino sugars
such as glucosamine (GlcN) and galactosamine (GalN). It is
known that as part of plant cell wall, arabinogalactan proteins
may contain GlcNAc or GlcN,62 indicating that the previous
knowledge supports our prediction of the roles of the three
proteins in cell wall synthesis. It should be noted that some of
the 42 proteins may have multiple functional roles as documented in TAIR, which is consistent with our general understanding about eukaryotic proteins.63
CWSR proteins are classified into six categories in the Purdue
Cell Wall database as discussed earlier. The 572 CWSR proteins
we used in this study as seeds cover only three of the six
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. xxx, No. xx, XXXX I
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categories (i.e., (i) substrate generation; (ii) polysaccharide
synthases and glycosyl transferases, (iv) assembly, architecture
and growth)), specifically, 35 in category (i), 163 in category
(ii) and 374 in category (iv). This reflects our (low) knowledge
level about these six categories of proteins. An interesting
observation is that though the known CWSR proteins do not
cover categories (iii), (v) and (vi) (i.e., (iii) secretion and
targeting pathways, (v) differentiation and secondary wall
formation, and (vi) signaling and response during the wall
development and disassembly), our predictions do have proteins in categories (iii) and (vi) in addition to categories (i), (ii)
and (iv). For example, our predictions include proteins involved
in secretion and targeting pathways, which highlights the
strength of protein-protein interaction based approach for
CWSR protein prediction as these proteins interact with
proteins in categories (i), (ii) and (iv).
We have developed a webpage (http://csbl.bmb.uga.edu/
∼zhouchan/CellWallProtein/) to display all the CWSR seed
proteins and predicted candidates. It allows for searching
related subnetwork/clusters and interacting partners of a
protein by clicking on its ID. We plan to update this Web site
on a regular basis as more and better experimental evidence
for the interactome and protein functions become available.
Limitations. It has been previously estimated that over 2000
proteins are related to plant cell-wall synthesis.1 We predicted
100 additional ones in this study. The remaining large gap could
be due to a number of factors: (1) the current PPI network
covers less than 50% of genes in A. thaliana so not all the
known CWSR proteins have interaction information; and (2)
in the current PPI data for A. thaliana, 86.18% of known CWSR
proteins interact with only known CWSR proteins. While the
predicted subnetworks are required to contain proteins involved in the same biological process/function roles, making
our prediction more reliable, this requirement also limits our
ability to identify proteins involved at the interfaces between
different biological processes, and hence might have reduced
the coverage of our prediction protocol. We expect that more
CWSR proteins will be predicted as the PPI data have a higher
coverage in terms of the protein-protein interactions relevant
to cell wall synthesis, which may take place over the next few
years.

Conclusion
Using the PPI network and known CWSR proteins, we
predicted 100 candidate CWSR proteins, of which 92 are found
to be not present in the current cell-wall protein databases.
Among the 92 candidates, 42 are considered to be the most
reliable predictions because independent supporting evidence
or strong functional relevance information are available for
them. Validations of our predictions are done based on analyses
of publicly available microarray gene expression data, subcellular localization analyses and coevolutionary analyses. Although the CWSR proteins used as seeds in this study cover
only three of the six functional categories of CWSR proteins,
the newly identified candidate CWSR proteins cover two
additional categories, showing the power of our PPI-based
CWSR protein prediction.
Abbreviations: CWN, Cell Wall Navigator; CWSR, cell wall
synthesis related; GH, glycosyl hydrolase; GT, glycosyl transferases; GRP, glycine-rich protein; PPI, protein-protein interaction.
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